The serotonergic system has been found to play a crucial role in the development of affective disorders, and more recently a functional polymorphism in the serotonin transporter gene, the 5-HTTLPR has been found to be associated with different manifestations of depressive illness. Stress has also been implicated in the background of these disorders. Research increasingly implicates that the s allele of the 5-HTTLPR leads to an increased vulnerability towards the development of depression, and this vulnerability can be manifested in several different forms. It seems from the evidence accumulating so far that the common pathway through which the s allele of the 5-HTTLPR mediates the development of affective sympotmatology is influencing vulnerability towards stress and stressful life events. Our research has shown that the presence of the s allele leads to the emergence of such psychological traits which are associated with increased neuroticism and lead to less efficient coping mechanisms and less adaptive reaction in the face of adverse life events. Neuroimaging data also supports that the s allele plays a role in influencing the reaction to stressful environmental stimuli, and animal data also indicate that the 5-HTTLPR genotype interacts with adverse environmental events in influencing the emergence of behavioural and neurochemical markers of stress reaction and affective disorders. Taken together this mounting evidence increasingly points to the conclusion that the 5-HTTLPR polymorphism plays a profound role in mediating the effects of stress and stressful life events.
